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Abstract: Social and environmental factors affecting land use change are among the most significant drivers transforming the planet. Such change has been and continues to be monitored through the use of satellite imagery, aerial photography, and technical reports. While these monitoring tools are useful in observing the empirical results of land use change and issues of sustainability, the data they provide are often not useful in capturing the fundamental policies, social drivers, and unseen factors that shape how landscapes are transformed. In addition, some monitoring approaches can be prohibitively expensive and too slow in providing useful data at a timescale in which data are needed. This paper argues that techniques using information fusion and conducting assessments of continuous data feeds can be beneficial for monitoring primary social and ecological mechanisms affecting how geographic settings are changed over different time scales. We present a computational approach that couples open source tools in order to conduct an analysis of text data, helping to determine relevant events and trends. To demonstrate the approach, we discuss a case study that integrates varied newspapers from two Midwest states in the United States, Iowa and Nebraska, showing how potentially significant issues and events can be captured. Although the approach we present is useful for monitoring current web-based data streams, we argue that such a method should ultimately be integrated
closely with less managed systems and modeling techniques to enhance not only land use monitoring but also to better forecast and understand landscape change.
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1. Introduction

As rapid and slow anthropogenic and ecological changes continue to affect many landscapes and vital natural resources around the world [1], the ability to create adaptive strategies to address the adverse effects of such change is becoming more critical. Prior to determining what adaptive strategy can best address this change in any given setting, relevant social and ecological drivers need to be identified. Environment and ecosystem managers, researchers, scientists, and other stakeholders are often tasked with identifying singular and reoccurring events affecting land use issues [2,3]. Remote sensing and other physical data are often used in monitoring these issues, but such data often do not provide information on social mechanisms or policies that are potentially relevant. This diminishes the ability for stakeholders to identify important behaviors or factors. Other approaches, such as technical reports, are often slow and expensive to conduct, leading to untimely information. Techniques, therefore, need to be developed that allow individuals to monitor significant events and event patterns. Such monitoring should identify both social and environmental drivers that affect land use change.

This paper introduces an information fusion approach that searches textual sources in order to identify singular events or longer-term event patterns. We focus on events that are caused by social and ecological conditions that are either directly or indirectly relevant to land use. We define indirect influences as those that relate to policy, legislation, decisions, social behavior, and other, often unseen mechanisms that can affect how land is used over time. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that the presented information fusion approach is useful for identifying singular events and event patterns, which might be difficult to identify using other methods that potentially shape pertinent land use transformations.

We present our approach using a case study from the Midwest region of the United States, deriving information from online newspapers. Rather than being a primary focus of this paper, this case study simply serves as an example of how information can be captured and potentially useful terms and events assessed. Ultimately, we propose that our approach be applied to less managed systems and integrated with modeling approaches in order to best understand land use dynamics. We also provide access to the software developed in the hope that it can be further investigated by the reader and used for other efforts similar to what is proposed here. We begin the presentation by providing an overview of data mining and information fusion, describing how they can or have been used to understand events related to land use. We then present how the information fusion technique and tool we apply can be used for searches. Our case study is then presented, showing how events and factors affecting significant issues in the Midwest of the United States can be studied and monitored using the discussed approach. In the discussion, we detail the significance and future plans of our approach, providing
some general suggestions on how it could be used in less managed settings and integrated with modeling techniques in order to improve forecasting that attempts to better understand land use dynamics.

2. Research Methodology

2.1. Overview of Data Mining and Text Analysis

Data mining and text analysis have been used for a variety of fields, including those relevant for social-ecological systems (SES) and land use change [4-6]. Methodological advancements include the use of artificial intelligence, statistical procedures, and algorithms for monitoring the significance and rates of terms [7]. Other techniques include those that compare [8] source texts to reference text corpora in order to identify emerging term patterns that enable one to better comprehend human perceptions of noteworthy news stories. Some researchers have applied techniques that use text mining to assess the risks of certain events or even detecting anomalous patterns of events [9,10]. With these types of methodological advancements, event monitoring and decision support tools become more feasible for analysts and other stakeholders. More tools are beginning to appear that can have potentially significant benefit for researchers in detecting event behaviors and patterns over different time scales [11,12], with these tools potentially applicable for detecting events affecting land use.

Despite these achievements in data mining, relatively few tools and techniques have been developed that allow significant land use events to be monitored at both the local and larger regional scales using a variety of social-based signals that can incorporate web-based data streams. In addition, the tools and techniques developed often lack capacity to integrate a variety of terms and information sources in order to determine semantic patterns that may divulge important information on relevant events. Network-based techniques, however, can potentially provide a structure that enables analysts to monitor events not only based on specific terms but also events that are best understood through relationships between different terms. Text searches and information retrieval may need to provide data on patterns of different events and their relevance over relatively lengthy periods [13]. Added to this, single events, perhaps sometimes significant, maybe detected and determined by investigating relevant terms associated together; such terms may generally not be associated together in data sources but their sudden co-occurrence could potentially aid in the detection of important events. For instance, in a rural county in Illinois, a company recently attempted to begin the process of building wind turbines in an area that has significant wind resources [14]. However, many people in the local region are opposed to this decision because of the effect this will have on the surrounding region, specifically how it may change the physical appearance of the region and affect property values. Furthermore, if the wind turbines were built, the land use characteristics of the surrounding region may change, as farm property could be sold and new industry is attracted to the region. What the example shows is that a single event, i.e., the decision to build wind turbines, may only be reported in an isolated or relatively few data sources, but multiple social- and environment-related words (e.g., wind turbine, farm, land use, project developer, windy) that are present in data sources can aid in the detection of a potentially significant event.

Whether analyzing long-term event patterns or specific events, a variety of social-ecological behaviors and decisions may clearly affect how landscapes transform and the potential resilience of
specific regions to change [15]. There is a need, therefore, for approaches and tools to be able to provide assessments of long-term and individual events that may affect land use practice. Searches that can utilize relationships between various terms, therefore, can be useful in detecting expected or unexpected events.

2.2. Overview of Information Fusion

An approach within data mining that integrates and couples multiple terms and data sources is information fusion. More specifically, this technique applies data from a variety of structured and unstructured sources, with specific linkages made between shared terms in data sources [16,17]. A common usage of information fusion is in conducting searches that are focused on specific topics of interests but have a variety of relevant terms and data sources. Frequencies of terms and displays of semantic linkages are outputs that can be produced by the approach [18,19]. Analyses using information fusion can vary, and different semantic assessments could be appropriate depending on the type of search. The benefit of information fusion is that multiple terms, or potentially different types of media data, can be displayed together for their relationships. As an example, a text search may have a primary term (e.g., agriculture) but important secondary subjects (e.g., crops, urbanization, legislation) may form links with the primary term search. This creates the possibility to display trends by visualizing primary and secondary terms, including their co-occurrence and relationships over a given period. Analytical and qualitative visual approaches can be used to indicate rarely linked terms, which may delineate significant stories despite rare links, and more common term linkages. The example of the wind turbine article demonstrates an event that was not widely reported but potentially has relative significance for the particular region, as economic structures and land use affecting farmland in the surrounding region could be dramatically altered by the introduction of wind turbines to the region. Term searches on the primary term (e.g., land use) along with secondary terms (e.g., wind turbine, project developer, farm, windy) help focus the search to ultimately find this event.

Although tools such as Google Trends [20] provide graphical perspectives of term frequencies and event statistics, semantic relationships between terms are not easily displayed. This can be limiting in finding events of relevance from retrieved data. In our approach, we utilize and display collected data by creating term relationships in a semantic network. Stakeholders potentially require the identification of singular events as well as aggregated information over longer periods to display important land use trends. Our approach allows both of these by using common statistical procedures and identifying links between terms using visual display at different temporal scales. This type of approach allows the analysis to incorporate both quantitative and qualitative assessments.

3. Applied Methods

This paper demonstrates how a network-based perspective that links terms and term frequency over time is useful in identifying pertinent events as they are observed. To facilitate this demonstration, we present information on our applied tool, which is called Architecture for Integrated and Dynamic Data Analysis (AIDA). Some of the methods and concepts in AIDA have been described elsewhere [5,21]; we will summarize these as well as describe additional new approaches currently applied. Readers can access this tool by downloading the code; manuals for using the server and client components are
provided, with the case study and associated search data as an example application included in the download [22]. The documentation included has more detailed explanation on how AIDA conducts term searches, analysis, and user-defined output.

The description below on our applied method provides a step-by-step explanation of how relevant terms are found and semantic relationships formed. Examples for each step are provided in order to facilitate the discussion. The method has four primary phases that retrieve, organize, and produce data that are searchable for identifying events. These four phases are applied within the server application of AIDA. After these four phases, we then apply the visualization and assessment client that displays the results and produces statistical text output that could be used for further quantitative analysis. AIDA only uses open source tools in all of the applied phases. In addition to investigating AIDA’s documentation, readers should also assess the third-party tools referenced in the description below for further details and documentation on those tools. Figure 1 provides an overview of the four phases applied in the server’s search procedure that produces an output for the client component of AIDA.

**Figure 1.** The client and server components and analysis in AIDA.

3.1. Phase 1

The first phase applies the UIMA [23] collection reader in order to read, parse, and reference data found in online sources. UIMA facilitates the analysis of unstructured content such as texts. This process includes the tagging of necessary metadata from an article (e.g., *Golden Triangle Newspapers* article). Documents can be read in a range of formats, including ASCII, HTML, SGML, XML, RTF, Email, PDF, and Word format. The metadata include a long integer UTC timestamp in milliseconds, the document URL, the title, and the author(s) of the article if available. These delimited data are then used for the article analysis and tagging conducted in Phase 2.
3.2. Phase 2

The second phase applies the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) that analyzes and tags relevant terms in documents (e.g., wind turbine, farm) that are defined by the AIDA user [24]. In addition to terms defined by the user, AIDA integrates WordNet, which finds term synonyms called synsets that can be searched along with the user’s selected terms [25]. The user can edit the output from WordNet in order to accept or reject searched synonyms. To summarize the processes in this phase, text searches are conducted by analyzing and using Language Resources (LR), Processing Resources (PR), Visual Resources (VR), and Natural Language Processing (NLP). In addition to these tools, the architecture applies CREOLE (Collection of REusable Objects for Language Engineering). To summarize, all of these tools enable un-annotated document content to be passed and parsed, with terms (i.e., those provided by the user) identified and relevant annotation tagging conducted. Users in the phase provide a list or database of terms and their synsets found by WordNet.

The second phase applies a sequential set of PRs that conduct text annotation procedures (Figure 2). The first of these PRs is the AnnotationDeletePR, which removes previous annotations from an LR as it is read. In addition to this PR, the DefaultTokenizer PR splits text into simple text tokens (e.g., words, number, and punctuation). A third PR applied is the SentenceSplitter PR, which splits text into sentences, applying a gazetteer of abbreviations that distinguishes end-of-sentence punctuations from other punctuation marks. The next PR is the DefaultGazetter PR, which is used for annotating text through plain text lists of terms. Terms in lists are distinguished by different lines and a gazetteer feature separator that enables specifications for text annotation. An example of the format of this specification is:

sunflower%cName = Sunflower
helianthus%cName = Sunflower

In this example the identified common terms (sunflower and helianthus) use a feature separator character (“%”) and apply a GATE feature name (“cName”) for searches on the canonical term Sunflower. Capitalization is not necessary in this case, with both capitalized and un-capitalized forms annotated to allow searches to aggregate different terms based on the fact that they reference a common meaning. The final type of PR used is the ANNIETranslator PR, which applies the Java Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE) rules for annotation. Specifically, JAPE allows words to be associated within a larger semantic context that associates like words. For example, text can be annotated to be organized using typologies (e.g., a category defined as “Agriculture”) with terms (e.g., sunflower) placed within the category. In this example:

Rule: Agriculture

{Lookup.majorType == agriculture}
:agriculture --> 
:agriculture.Agriculture = {kind = “Agriculture”, canonicalName = :agriculture.Lookup.cName, rule = “Agriculture”}
defines the category annotation with the “kind” feature set as “Agriculture” and the “cannonicalName” equivalent to the cName feature (e.g., Sunflower) of the lookup annotation mentioned earlier. This example allows terms such as Sunflower to be associated with a larger set of terms that are encompassed within “Agriculture.” By placing terms within larger categories, it is possible to search specific topics based on sets of terms relevant to land use categories such as “Agriculture”. This allows search results to aggregate term searches by categories or differentiates searches within categories. Word content is also lemmatized, which groups different term inflections to be analyzed as a single item, in searches using TreeTagger software included in GATE [26].

**Figure 2.** The sequential application of the PRs for enabling text annotation.

Terms chosen to be searched may derive from reference texts, which could be domain expert databases, term lists constructed from user-specific knowledge, or other sources. Regardless of the source, derived reference texts should comprehensively address the subject domain (e.g., agriculture). Stakeholders in land use, as an example, should provide relevant terms (e.g., agriculture, farming) that are commonly used by the data sources searched. In the example to be discussed, common terms that relate to land use and are used by newspapers are listed in the data provided for download. Relevant terms can be determined by a preliminary investigation of common terms used by articles through an initial search of terms and then expanding the initial list as other terms are found; the use of WordNet aides in this endeavor.

### 3.3. Phase 3

Phase three is called the consumption phase, whereby terms found in documents are indexed using a Lucene index [27,28]. Lucene is a text search engine library; its primary use here is for providing an index to store data (e.g., term frequency) on terms searched. Supplementary to the explanation provided here, readers should investigate the description provided by the open source Lucene tool and
documentation. Using Lucene, the common and canonical annotations extracted from Phase 2 are indexed with their metadata information derived in Phase 1; this includes the timestamp, URL, title, and any known author(s). Document contents (i.e., terms searched) are referenced in the index; the location information provides the user with the ability to click and access specific documents from the final cache phase (i.e., Phase 4) during the visualization and assessment step. Whole documents are not stored in the index, as this would needlessly require additional memory and storage space in the visual analysis. Instead, frequencies and term counts are stored.

The resulting index then allows the scoring of the relative importance of terms in documents. Currently, terms are scored for their relative value using tf-idf [29] scoring that applies the following formula:

$$S_{td} = TF_{td} \times IDF_t \times N_d$$

(1)

where $S$ is the tf-idf score of a term ($t$) in a document ($d$), $TF$ is the term’s frequency, $IDF$ is the inverse document frequency, and $N$ enables a normalization factor or boost value of $d$ to affect $S$ regardless of $d$’s length. In the case study, all $N$ values have the default entry of 1.0. In Equation (1), $TF$ is evaluated by:

$$TF_{td} = \sum_{i} \frac{n_i}{w_i}$$

(2)

with the number of instances ($n$) of $t$ divided by the sum total of all term ($w$) occurrences in a document. The final coefficient used for the tf-idf score, $IDF$, is defined as:

$$IDF_t = 1 + \log\left(\frac{|D|}{|\{d : t \in d\} + 1|}\right)$$

(3)

where $D$ is the total number of documents and $d$ represents each document containing the term ($t$). Not only can index scores (i.e., tf-idf) be used to identify the relevance of a term in a single document, but the $IDF$ variable can be applied independently for assessing the significance of a term in all available documents. The $IDF$ value provides a higher score for more rare terms.

3.4. Phase 4

The final phase creates a cache of all the documents found in the search. The cache is created using the Lucene index from Phase 3. The cache is relevant for a Google-like search of located documents in AIDA’s visualization tool (i.e., see Section 3.5). The search is enabled using a collection of ScoredTermCollection (SCT) files, which are a type of data storage that facilitate searches of the cache and hold term data. In the cache, terms can be organized using distinguished categories; this allows different term counts to be added together and included within the same category designation if desired. Categories, in essence, act as term dictionaries that contain the list of keywords for land use topics investigated. XML is used to specify the organization of the SCT. In addition to term data contents, the SCT files incorporate the duration of the cache and time interval information. The search data include the start date, the total number of days searched, and the range of each search interval.
3.5. Visualization and Assessment

STC files enable index scores (i.e., tf-idf) and other basic statistical information to be stored and used in determining the frequency of searched terms. In essence, STC files become the database for the search. In visualizing and assessing the cache’s data, terms can be displayed in a network whereby terms are nodes that are linked with other terms that co-occur at a specific time interval. The importance of a node can be displayed using its size, based on the number of keyword occurrences in a time slice relative to the mean number of times the term occurs in the cache up to that point in time. Relative strength of term links during a search interval is expressed by the following:

$$v_{oi} = \frac{l_{oi} - \min(l_{o} \in L_{o})}{\max(l_{o} \in L_{o}) - \min(l_{o} \in L_{o})}$$

(4)

with $v$ being the strength of a link $(i)$ at time interval $o$, $l$ representing the number of linked documents, and $L$ is the set of all links. This basic algorithm allows links to be valued at specific intervals against all other links, showing which terms have stronger or weaker associations with other terms. This potentially helps to filter relevant and non-relevant terms in searches by providing output of terms that only have links with other terms. In other words, terms that have multiple links with other searched terms are more likely to be relevant to the goals of the search (e.g., stories dealing with land use change). In the figures showing the case study’s semantic networks, weak $v$ is shown as light colors and darker colors represent stronger links. Counts and frequencies are displayed within nodes and links for quick visual reference. In addition to visual displays, statistical information, including term counts, the number of term links, and number of documents per time interval are provided in text output (CSV format) in order for the data to be used in analysis. This output is used in the quantitative analysis of the case study described below. Additional analytical capabilities include GIS techniques, using GeoTools [30], which can be applied if structured data are available for assessing the relationships of term data to locations.

4. Applied Case Study

Changes to landscapes caused by anthropogenic and environmental influences have led to unexpected consequences affecting communities and natural resources at both rapid and slow time scales [31]. Because such changes can be of significant importance, relevant events and event patterns need to be identified by managers, researchers, and other stakeholders. The following case study will demonstrate our developed tool through the use of local online newspapers that potentially capture events affecting land use issues.

In the case study, we apply Phases 1–4 twice. We initially begin by producing a list of relevant HTML sources to search for a given time period. The end result of all of the phases is a searchable cache used in the visualization client as well as relevant text output that can be used to assess term and term links in statistical packages such as R. The first search finds and builds searchable terms using a wide time range (2006–2009); the second search conducts the specific period analysis using the terms found from the first search. Although the initial search may miss some rarely occurring terms, many relevant secondary terms (e.g., plowing) or broader categories (e.g., agriculture) that are applicable for land use topics (e.g., search on the loss of farmland to urban expansion) can be found. WordNet is used
after the initial search is conducted, as it enhances relevant terms found by providing their synonyms. With the incorporation of different types of terms listed for categories and the investigation of term relationships, rare and recurrent events are more likely to be located in searches.

Our case study focuses on land use change issues affecting Iowa and Nebraska. After a preliminary search, we found that agriculture, urban development, transportation, forestry, and grassland issues are significant topics of interest. In addition, there are other issues, including those related to the weather, legislation, and energy, that directly or indirectly affect land use change. The initial search resulted in obtaining a list of 300 terms of potential relevance. Roughly one-third of the terms searched are terms we derive from articles based on the initial search, while the rest are terms found using WordNet. To focus this example after the preliminary search, we conduct a specific search on a 245-day span from March 1, 2009 to November 1, 2009. This search involves the following online newspapers: Daily Gate City, Le Mars Daily Sentinel, Golden Triangle Newspapers, the Muscatine Journal, Quad-City Times, Sioux City Journal, the Columbus Telegram, the Lincoln Journal Star, Omaha Newsstand, York News-Times, the Fremont Tribune, and the Grand Island Independent. The first six papers are based in Iowa; the last six are Nebraska newspapers. These papers are chosen because they cover different regions within each state. They cover not only the immediate vicinity of the towns they are based in but also cover regional issues that affect other parts of the state and even surrounding states. Because exact geographic information is difficult to obtain and the data are unstructured, specific geographic references to terms and events are difficult to derive. Based on this, we did not apply GIS techniques in the example provided. In addition, we only searched the local and regional news stories provided in the papers. Future work on search algorithms applied, however, may allow our approach to better incorporate unstructured data with GIS.

The total number of sources searched is 35,067 unique articles. For simplicity, the scenario is divided into two sub-scenarios, specifically dealing with Iowa and Nebraska. There are three primary categories created, which are designated as “urban and transportation”, “agriculture”, and “forestry and grassland.” We also have a general “other” category, which focuses on environment, indirect (e.g., legislation) factors affecting land use, and other potentially significant land use issues (e.g., rural development). The terms in the “other” category could directly relate to the alternative categories mentioned, but because many of the terms in “other” are broad they are placed in this category. The AIDA download includes all of the terms used, with these terms organized within the four categories.

4.1. Case Study Results

Figure 3 provides the average IDF scores during the monitored period for the three main searched categories, which include the terms within these categories in each of the sub-scenarios (Figure 3a Iowa; Figure 3b Nebraska). For Iowa, terms related to urban and transportation issues are the most common throughout the search period; in the case of Nebraska, urban and transportation issues are common, but terms related to forestry and grassland topics are often just as common or are at times more common. We should note that there are far fewer terms related to the forestry and grassland category, which makes each term’s IDF score more influential in the average IDF score for the category. In the case of Nebraska, one noticeable trend is that the number of documents retrieved spiked from approximately 100 per search interval to at times over 500 per interval from late April to
early June. This spike in the number of articles increased $IDF$ (i.e., leading to a lower rate of retrieved documents). We should note that the reporting of events does not always directly link to when the event actually occurred. The focus in the case study, therefore, is on when events are reported, as this indicates the identification of an event by a news source even though the event may have occurred at an earlier period.

**Figure 3.** Average $IDF$ scores for the three main categories’ terms in the Iowa (3a) and Nebraska (3b) sub-scenarios.

The relevance of terms and their relationships to other terms emerges more clearly when examining average $v$ values in the different categories relative to the number of documents containing these terms (Table 1; Table 2). What can be noticed in these tables is that some less frequent terms have greater $v$ values than terms that appear more commonly. This indicates that these greater $v$ value terms are relatively highly linked with other searched terms. This linkage begins to indicate which terms potentially have greater relevance to the searched topics. The term *service*, for instance, is very
general, but it can have significance to certain searches related to land use issues. The results in Table 1 indicate that although service appears relatively frequently, it is not as commonly associated with other searched terms as less frequent terms such as river. Greater $v$ values, in summary, allow the filtering of terms based on the strengths of term relationships. In other words, the more linked a term is with other searched terms the more useful the term becomes for land use categories. This automated approach does not fully remove non-relevant articles (i.e., noise), but enables analysts to focus searches on terms that have the greatest linkage values (i.e., the $v$ values). From the topics in Tables 1 and 2, terms such as community, street, and city have the greatest rates of association with searched terms. This demonstrates the potential primacy that urban and transportation issues have in land use topics discussed by those local newspapers that were searched.

Table 1. Aggregate document count and average $v$ values for terms in the Iowa sub-scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Document count</th>
<th>Average $v$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban and Transport</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>19,657</td>
<td>0.0386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street</td>
<td>13,453</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>3,921</td>
<td>0.0166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor</td>
<td>5,606</td>
<td>0.0221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>4,925</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>31,982</td>
<td>0.0652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>1,322</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>1,152</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm</td>
<td>3,173</td>
<td>0.0134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting</td>
<td>3,283</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crops</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forestry and Grasslands</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>1,249</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Plains</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie</td>
<td>1,219</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>13,387</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council</td>
<td>10,260</td>
<td>0.0309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River</td>
<td>10,113</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee</td>
<td>19,657</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Aggregate document count and average \( v \) values for terms in the Nebraska sub-scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Document count</th>
<th>Average ( v )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban and Transport</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>9,664</td>
<td>0.0464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street</td>
<td>6,956</td>
<td>0.0427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway</td>
<td>2,632</td>
<td>0.01844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor</td>
<td>3,162</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>2,175</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>12,775</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm</td>
<td>2,069</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting</td>
<td>2,426</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crops</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forestry and Grasslands</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>0.0154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>6,968</td>
<td>0.0373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board</td>
<td>6,275</td>
<td>0.0336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River</td>
<td>2,103</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>3,670</td>
<td>0.0288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By looking at specific time intervals within the overall search period, patterns of when different terms are reported in articles becomes apparent. Using the \( v \) value measure, we can see at what period terms become more linked with other searched terms. As an example, three terms (transportation, harvest, and forest) from Iowa-based newspapers are investigated (Figure 4a). During April and May, transportation issues become more relevant largely because state government increasingly debates transportation issues, federal stimulus funding for transportation projects becomes a major topic of discussion, communities increasingly debate and discuss planned road construction, and road construction activities and their reporting increase during the spring. After the initial increase in transportation stories, the issue subsides somewhat but then rebounds in its relevance to other searched terms during the late summer and fall. The majority of relevant stories concern road construction and closures. In June, the term harvest has greater prevalence with other terms as articles describe how weather conditions will affect the harvest. By August, an even greater number of stories mention how favorable summer weather has led to a good potential harvest in the fall. Although in September and
October harvest stories decline, the term still has a greater rate of linkages than it did in the spring, as several stories discuss weather conditions affecting the harvest. The term forest, in general, does not have a high rate of linkage with other terms; however, the linkage increases in April. During that month, Iowa’s Department of Natural resources issues a report that, among other things, rates Iowa’s ability in land and natural resource protection. The report discusses the state’s role and policies in protecting its forests, with the report giving the state a B– in its land protection efforts and management. In July, forest again becomes somewhat prevalent, but the term never has as many linkages as it does during a brief reporting period in the spring.

**Figure 4.** Term v values during different periods for Iowa (4a) and Nebraska (4b).

For Nebraska, the term traffic is similar to transportation in that the term has reoccurring relevance to other terms rather than being highly linked for only short periods (e.g., forest in Figure 4a; Figure 4b). Similar to Iowa, many of the traffic stories throughout the searched period relate to road
construction. In April and May, a few of the stories discuss urban planning, neighborhood projects, and the construction of new factories in towns, which may positively or negatively affect traffic flow. In early September, one article discusses planned urban “greening” projects in Lincoln, Nebraska [32]. Such stories regarding planned or active urban projects along with road construction appear to cause traffic’s \( v \) to increase in different intervals during the search period. In April, stories containing agricultural produce a relatively high rate of linkages with other terms primarily because many of these stories relate to legislation or federal funding for projects that affect agricultural lands. These projects include water improvement and construction of sewage facilities for agricultural enterprises. Other stories include funding to exterminate infected livestock, compensation for lost land, and plans to construct livestock facilities. In August, articles discuss the cool weather affecting the coming harvest, increased federal purchases of pork, and the recession’s impact on agricultural activity. These stories help the value of \( v \) for agriculture to increase during this period. In the early fall, stories containing agricultural often pertain to the imminent harvest. The term prairie has linkage rate peaks in April, July, September, and early October. In April, articles found include those that concern controlled burns of grasslands and prairie lands previously purchased for conservation. In July, articles reference a study that shows an increase in ponds in prairie lands and the subsequent increase in duck populations; other stories mention Nebraska’s plans to change the state’s Game and Parks Commission, potentially affecting conservation planning and ongoing efforts in prairies. In early October, articles discuss how a federal stimulus project affects prairie lands.

In addition to terms that may have increasing linkages at different periods, important events affecting land use may only be mentioned by a relatively small number of articles. As mentioned, network-based perspectives allow semantic relationships to be searched based on linkages with specific terms. When dealing with large sets of data that contain at least some of the terms searched, relationships between linked terms aid in determining which stories are of potential importance. As an example, events concerning urban renewal efforts in Iowa can be distinguished from other more common events based on the relationships of specific terms. In this case, the terms community, city, housing, construction, and council and their relationships with the term blight (Figure 5) help find a pertinent article on urban renewal. Automated searches can be focused so that results only return a group of terms (e.g., housing, construction) that co-occur with a primary term (blight), helping to provide identification of relevant events for narrowed searches. This example shows not only how narrowed searches can be found and visualized in AIDA, but clicking on the term links and returning the stories that contain linked terms can lead to further investigation of specific articles concerning urban renewal. In this case, the term blight has a \( \text{tf-idf} \) score of 0.0084 in the one relevant article found, showing the term’s rarity in the article despite its pertinence to the urban renewal project [33]. Visual assessment and the use of \( \text{tf-idf} \) scores are also helpful in further refining a search once some filtering has been applied using the \( v \) values. In other words, because not all noise can be removed by \( v \), visual assessment (e.g., Figure 5) and the significance of a term in a document may become necessary for refined searches.
Figure 5. Linkages of terms with *blight* help to distinguish an urban renewal event from other articles. The panel on the left returns the URL links to the specific stories found that have the linked terms or are single terms as distinguished by the nodes. In this case, only one article has the term *blight* and the five link connections indicated.

One major land use issue faced in Nebraska is the preservation of grasslands. Although earlier we mentioned that the term *prairie*, which is often related to *grassland*, has greater overall links in April, July, September, and October, other articles of similar significance occur in months in which *prairie* is less mentioned. Figure 6 shows a June 2009 example in which the term *grassland* has clear linkages with the terms *agriculture*, *grazing*, *range*, *pasture*, *prairie*, *Department of Agriculture*, and *urbanization*. The relationships between these terms assists in the location of articles that are less ambiguous with regard to their content and relevant for land use issues concerning grasslands. The articles that contain *grassland* and the terms that are linked to it pertain to federal conservation funding and the loss of habitat in Nebraska’s grasslands [34,35]. These stories have tf-idf scores for *grassland* at 0.185 and 0.0323, which are significant results since *grassland* is often a rare term but has great relevance to the documents retrieved. More significantly, it is the connection of *grassland* with other terms that helps to narrow the search and return articles of significance for grassland issues.
In addition to 2D displays, 3D displays can assist in the location of not only rarely occurring and specific types of events based on term linkages but also aid in the ability to trace term patterns and relationships at different time intervals. For instance, one major story in 2009 is the use of federal stimulus money for a variety of state projects. In the case of Iowa, stimulus funding has been used for building construction and infrastructure projects. Even though in most years a term such as stimulus might be relatively rare, this term becomes more common in 2009 because of federal funding issued under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act [36]. Tracking this and other related terms is not only possible by applying a 3D perspective, but the inclusion of specific terms and the filtering of others in a search enable specific topics to be found more easily (Figure 7). In other words, searches on the data cache can be narrowed to a limited number of terms in order to find specific topics related to the stimulus funding. As an example, in the spring many stories pertaining to the stimulus concern urban infrastructure projects. In later periods, articles concerning the stimulus address how funds enable road construction and facilitate other types of transportation infrastructure development. Figure 7 shows how the term stimulus has clear link relationships with Department of Transportation, legislation, construction, transportation, repair, and road during the July 8–15 interval. In the figure, earlier semantic relationships between stimulus and other terms are seen behind the highlighted stimulus term (i.e., that from July 8–15). A similar tracking of this term can also be applied for Nebraska (Figure 8). In the case of Nebraska, during the June 5–12 interval, stimulus-related events pertain to village construction projects and water treatment/sewage projects that could be possible based on the funds. Terms relationships between stimulus and road, committee, village, sewer, construction, and community help find this set of events. From the perspective in Figure 8, stimulus is
seen to be increasing in usage (larger nodes at the back of the perspective) during the early spring in April, but by June and July the term is declining in use.

**Figure 7.** Term linkages with *stimulus* in this 3D example from Iowa.

**Figure 8.** Term linkages with *stimulus* in this 3D example from Nebraska.
5. Discussion and Conclusions

Term searches that incorporate a network-based perspective of linked terms, term frequency over time, and visual and quantitative analyses are useful in identifying recurrent and rare social-ecological land use events. The ability to understand land use change and events affecting sustainability topics requires that both physical measurements, such as remote sensing and climate data, and social events that are not easily measured, including acts of legislation or policy decisions, to be concurrently monitored. In such cases, the approach presented provides analysts with the ability to conduct both quantitative and qualitative assessments that investigate patterns of relationships over time, determine the importance of terms and relationships between terms, and identify unique events that could be of significant interest to stakeholders. Analysts investigating events that can affect communities and natural resources currently have relatively few approaches that can search specific terms at different temporal spans and semantic relationships between terms that may enable significant events and event patterns to be identified. In addition to the visual and quantitative analyses provided within AIDA that facilitate event identification based on when they are reported, our approach provides statistical text output that can be exported to analytical tools (e.g., R) for further analysis. Because of these capabilities, our presented approach, therefore, is unique in its applicability to monitoring land use events at different regional scales.

Our intention is to apply the techniques presented here to settings that are not as highly monitored as states in the Midwest. We intend to enable and apply web content that can be continuously observed and searched using RSS feeds or other electronic formats using the same approach presented in the case study. Such collected data can be observations made by local populations and analyzed using the techniques presented in order to better understand land use change issues that are affected by a variety of social and ecological factors. This enables the analysis to look at either singular events or long-term event patterns as described by individuals. The application of AIDA for real time analysis of social data and other observations would be particularly useful for settings where long-term analysis is necessary but the collection of data over long periods is difficult. In addition, both structured and unstructured formats can be used, enabling GIS and network analysis to be coupled. For specific land use topics, terms relevant in observations should be added to publically accessible databases; this enables future searches to have richer and more comprehensive sets of terms. With regard to improving our search techniques, we do envision applying more sophisticated artificial intelligence and learning techniques applied by other search software in future versions of AIDA [37,38]. Regardless of the analysis technique, because our approach allows term searches to be conducted at different time scales along with the identification of semantic relationships, we believe these general principles presented here can have significant benefit for regions that lack land use monitoring, particularly observations concerning relevant social processes that are difficult to physically measure.

One area that our approach can add significant benefit is in social-ecological modeling, including the use of agent-based [39] modeling and other land use modeling techniques. Currently, many models that integrate empirical social-ecological data suffer from a lack of relevant information at various time and spatial scales [40]. This lack of data for models, particularly those that incorporate agent-based techniques, has often led to models that cannot be easily validated or mapped to the real world [41], limiting such models for forecasting purposes that attempt to understand how land use change may...
affect specific settings. The integration of web-based data collection and data mining tools can facilitate more rapid and cost-effective techniques in accumulating information. Our intent is that the data collection methods and analysis presented here can be directly streamed into existing or new models so that these models are parameterized and calibrated based on continuous data over time. For example, specific term patterns and relationships associated with land use change can be used to inform models on the likelihood of critical decisions being made. These trends and behaviors can be translated into probabilities or parameters for specific decisions (e.g., policy concerning grassland conservation) based on pertinent data captured (e.g., legislative details, budgetary considerations, etc.). In essence, such an approach may one day function similarly to environmental modeling (e.g., hydrologic or weather modeling) in that data streams can be used to continuously calibrate and adjust models [42] as needed in order to enable models to better forecast trends and explain social-ecological dynamics affecting land use. Therefore, in addition to applying AIDA and such tools to monitoring, we believe the methods and tools presented here should be integrated into existing modeling methods and tools. We plan to focus on this endeavor in future efforts.
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